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Developed by a family of cypto enthusiasts on the pinksale.finance platform. This is truly an ambitiousDeveloped by a family of cypto enthusiasts on the pinksale.finance platform. This is truly an ambitious
attempt to put the power in the hands of the HODLer. The 20% tax for every buy/sell is drastic. We know.attempt to put the power in the hands of the HODLer. The 20% tax for every buy/sell is drastic. We know.
However, this is the beauty of However, this is the beauty of (EVRF);(EVRF);  15% of that tax will go directly back into the wallets of every15% of that tax will go directly back into the wallets of every
(EVRF) holder in the form of BUSD(EVRF) holder in the form of BUSD. In addition 3% of the buy/sell tax will be sent to a marketing wallet.. In addition 3% of the buy/sell tax will be sent to a marketing wallet.
2% of the tax will be sent to the pancakeswap liquidity pool. However, this is is a decreasing tax that will2% of the tax will be sent to the pancakeswap liquidity pool. However, this is is a decreasing tax that will
settle at 15% reward, 1% LP, 1% Marketing. (See Tokenomics). In addition 100 Trillion tokens will be burntsettle at 15% reward, 1% LP, 1% Marketing. (See Tokenomics). In addition 100 Trillion tokens will be burnt
over the course of the next year or sooner depending on community involvement. This simple measure toover the course of the next year or sooner depending on community involvement. This simple measure to
incentivize holding incentivize holding (EVRF)(EVRF) for a longer term investment is the goal. These Tokenomics will formulate a for a longer term investment is the goal. These Tokenomics will formulate a
solid foundation for our solid foundation for our (EVRF)(EVRF) community, increase growth at a rapid but balanced rate and most community, increase growth at a rapid but balanced rate and most
valuable of all... only attract like minded holders. These reflections will be rewarded in BUSD. The reasonvaluable of all... only attract like minded holders. These reflections will be rewarded in BUSD. The reason
we chose BUSD? Its a stable coin with equivalent value to the real USD. Sending we chose BUSD? Its a stable coin with equivalent value to the real USD. Sending 15% 15% reward as a stablereward as a stable
coin gives holders a more secure reward in the always volatile crypto market. In addition we promise tocoin gives holders a more secure reward in the always volatile crypto market. In addition we promise to
always keep (EVRFalways keep (EVRF)) on reward friendly platforms and exchanges so all tokens are taxed. on reward friendly platforms and exchanges so all tokens are taxed.

EverReflect EverReflect (EVRF) (EVRF) is the MOST aggressive reward token of its type to this point. Will there be others?is the MOST aggressive reward token of its type to this point. Will there be others?
Yes... however our Devs have developed this token with every Anti-Whale, Anti-Rug Pull, Anti-Bot System,Yes... however our Devs have developed this token with every Anti-Whale, Anti-Rug Pull, Anti-Bot System,
a 80% Liquidity Lock of all presale funds for 10 years and a 3 year delay for Team Vesting tokens to provea 80% Liquidity Lock of all presale funds for 10 years and a 3 year delay for Team Vesting tokens to prove
this is a long term community. Take a look at our Tokenomics page and compare the breakdown tothis is a long term community. Take a look at our Tokenomics page and compare the breakdown to
similar Hyper Reflection tokens... the proof is in the numbers. Created on the Binance smart chain tosimilar Hyper Reflection tokens... the proof is in the numbers. Created on the Binance smart chain to
reduce gas costs and create blocks 10x faster. We intend on being completely transparent with thisreduce gas costs and create blocks 10x faster. We intend on being completely transparent with this
community. We are very active on social channels hosting AMA's, letting the community know thecommunity. We are very active on social channels hosting AMA's, letting the community know the
thought process and strategic plan for (EVRF) every step of the way. The marketing efforts planned willthought process and strategic plan for (EVRF) every step of the way. The marketing efforts planned will
include online targeted advertising and in-person events to bring new audiences to the power ofinclude online targeted advertising and in-person events to bring new audiences to the power of
blockchain. Future plans include (EVRF) DApps, BSC Chart, Live Event NFT Ticket Minting, and grants forblockchain. Future plans include (EVRF) DApps, BSC Chart, Live Event NFT Ticket Minting, and grants for
blockchain code developers and develop a collaborative reflection token friendly centralized exchange forblockchain code developers and develop a collaborative reflection token friendly centralized exchange for
all similar BSC tokens.all similar BSC tokens.  

We are an ambitious group what can we say...We are an ambitious group what can we say...

Finally, a reward token by the people for the people.

OverviewOverview
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TokenomicsTokenomics

EverReflect (EVRF) is a deflationary and hyper reflection token. AllEverReflect (EVRF) is a deflationary and hyper reflection token. All
holders of EVRF will earn a 15% Binance (BUSD) reflection fromholders of EVRF will earn a 15% Binance (BUSD) reflection from
every BUY/SELL (EVRF) Transaction. 20% tax so itsevery BUY/SELL (EVRF) Transaction. 20% tax so its
recommended to use approx. 25% slippage rate).recommended to use approx. 25% slippage rate).
3% from every BUY/SELL sent to Dev Marketing Wallet. 2% into3% from every BUY/SELL sent to Dev Marketing Wallet. 2% into
the Pancakeswap Liquidity Pool. EVRF works on an autonomousthe Pancakeswap Liquidity Pool. EVRF works on an autonomous
frictionless yield farming and liquidity generation protocol. Simplyfrictionless yield farming and liquidity generation protocol. Simply
hold EVRF tokens in your wallet and earn rewards in Binancehold EVRF tokens in your wallet and earn rewards in Binance
pegged BUSD.pegged BUSD.

Strategic Tax Reduction Plan Timeline.Strategic Tax Reduction Plan Timeline.  
Dex Listing - Jan 20th, 2022 (5T Token Burn)Dex Listing - Jan 20th, 2022 (5T Token Burn)
LIVE AMA - LIVE AMA - Jan 27th, 2022 - 1% Marketing Tax Reduced (5T Token Burn)Jan 27th, 2022 - 1% Marketing Tax Reduced (5T Token Burn)
LIVE AMA - Feb 3rd, 2022 - 1% Liquidity Tax Reduced (5T Token Burn)LIVE AMA - Feb 3rd, 2022 - 1% Liquidity Tax Reduced (5T Token Burn)
LIVE AMA - Feb 10th, 2022 - 1% Marketing Tax Reduced (10T Token Burn)LIVE AMA - Feb 10th, 2022 - 1% Marketing Tax Reduced (10T Token Burn)

FINAL TAXFINAL TAX
15% BUSD REWARD15% BUSD REWARD
1% Liquidity Pool1% Liquidity Pool
1% Marketing1% Marketing

15%15% REWARD - BUSD REWARD - BUSD
3%3% MARKETING MARKETING
2%2% LIQUIDITY FEE LIQUIDITY FEE
*must hold a minimum of 1,000,000 EVRF*must hold a minimum of 1,000,000 EVRF

make sure to use ONLY this OFFICIAL CONTRACT ADDRESS:

0x3C2e501B08CF5C16061468c96b19b32bae451dA3

20% Buy/Sell Transaction Fee20% Buy/Sell Transaction Fee
50% Burned50% Burned
10% Delayed Burn10% Delayed Burn
19% Presale19% Presale
13% Liquidity (10 year liquidity lock)13% Liquidity (10 year liquidity lock)
3% Founders (3 year token release)3% Founders (3 year token release)
3% Private Sale3% Private Sale
1% Media & Marketing Strategic Partners1% Media & Marketing Strategic Partners
1% Marketing1% Marketing

https://everreflect.me/
https://t.me/everreflect
https://bscscan.com/token/0x3C2e501B08CF5C16061468c96b19b32bae451dA3#readContract
https://bscscan.com/token/0x3C2e501B08CF5C16061468c96b19b32bae451dA3
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These are additional measures intended to flatten the adoption curve. As with most newly launchedThese are additional measures intended to flatten the adoption curve. As with most newly launched
tokens we expect a large increase followed by a drop... these are the measures we are putting in place totokens we expect a large increase followed by a drop... these are the measures we are putting in place to
lessen that initial launch spike and drop. No wallet will be allowed to purchase more than 2 BNB during thelessen that initial launch spike and drop. No wallet will be allowed to purchase more than 2 BNB during the
pinksale.finance presale. We are also going to launch our presale on pinksale.finance with 195T tokens.pinksale.finance presale. We are also going to launch our presale on pinksale.finance with 195T tokens.
Once our DEX listing goes live on pancakeswap we will also institute this same 0.2% or 2T Max buy/sell forOnce our DEX listing goes live on pancakeswap we will also institute this same 0.2% or 2T Max buy/sell for
24 hours and only allow one transaction per hour per wallet. It's our goal to give as many people as24 hours and only allow one transaction per hour per wallet. It's our goal to give as many people as
possible the opportunity to purchase at the listing rate. 2. We want to discourage any sniper bots andpossible the opportunity to purchase at the listing rate. 2. We want to discourage any sniper bots and
once again it's our goal to build a community of holders that feel they were able to purchase EVRF tokenonce again it's our goal to build a community of holders that feel they were able to purchase EVRF token
at a reasonable fair rate and gain the 15% reward for the long term.at a reasonable fair rate and gain the 15% reward for the long term.

Anti-Rug 3 Year Vesting Team Guarantee: This goes without saying but investors want transparency. TheAnti-Rug 3 Year Vesting Team Guarantee: This goes without saying but investors want transparency. The
founders of EVRF want transparency and checks and balances for ourselves as well. To validate this ourfounders of EVRF want transparency and checks and balances for ourselves as well. To validate this our
team will only receive our 3% of allocated tokens over 33 months. These increments will begin 90 daysteam will only receive our 3% of allocated tokens over 33 months. These increments will begin 90 days
after launch and will be spread out per month for 3 years. Meaning the founders will never receive moreafter launch and will be spread out per month for 3 years. Meaning the founders will never receive more
than 870,000,000,000 tokens per month after 5.19.2022 to validate our long-term commitment to thethan 870,000,000,000 tokens per month after 5.19.2022 to validate our long-term commitment to the
growth of this token.growth of this token.  

In addition, 80% of the presale liquidity will be locked on pancakeswap for 10 yearsIn addition, 80% of the presale liquidity will be locked on pancakeswap for 10 years

Anti-Whale & Anti Rug PullAnti-Whale & Anti Rug Pull
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Why Binance Smart Chain (BSC)?Why Binance Smart Chain (BSC)?

EVM Compatible
Proof of Staked Authority
Cross-Chain Transfer
Block time ~3 seconds

Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
This dual-chain architecture will empower its users to build their decentralized apps and
digital assets on one blockchain and take advantage of the fast trading to exchange on the
other.
Highlights:

 

BSC offers great opportunities to gap several blockchains with a
multi-functioning, highly-dynamic cross-compatible ecosystem.

BSC is thdecentralized applications (dApps), the decentralized finance (DeFi)
project has to choose a robust blockchain protocol that offers a reliable cheap,
fast, and user-friendly platform. Since its launch in September 2020, Binance
Smart Chain (BSC) has demonstrated that it is one of the best blockchains for
decentralized finance and DApp development.

https://everreflect.me/
https://t.me/everreflect
https://everreflect.me/
https://docs.binance.org/smart-chain/validator/guideline.html
https://docs.binance.org/smart-chain/guides/concepts/cross-chain.html
https://www.coinspeaker.com/guides/what-is-decentralized-finance-defi/
https://www.binance.org/en/smartChain
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KYC & AUDITKYC & AUDIT

KYC LINKKYC LINK AUDIT LINKAUDIT LINK

https://everreflect.me/
https://t.me/everreflect
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https://github.com/interfinetwork/kyc-verification-certificates/blob/main/EverReflect_KYCCertificate_InterFi.pdf
https://github.com/interfinetwork/kyc-verification-certificates/blob/main/EverReflect_KYCCertificate_InterFi.pdf
https://github.com/interfinetwork/smart-contract-audits/blob/main/EverReflect_AuditReport_InterFi.pdf
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The EVERREFLECT Team
A family affair. Team of Marketing, Security and Engineering Professionals. All with

a passion for transparent Crypto. EverReflect is the result of avid crypto holders

looking for a token with hyper deflation and high yield stable long-term rewards for

all holders. The combination of these concepts to accumulate rewards for holders

and decrease the incentive to sell resulted in EVRF. We welcome you to contact us

via our Official Telegram channel or email with any questions.

Because like you we have a passion for fair and honest crypto trading.
 

TEAMTEAM

EJ Bolf
Chief Executive Officer

ej@everreflect.io

Adam Bolf
Ethics & Compliance Officer

adam@everreflect.io

Fritz Bolf
Chief Operating Officer

fritz@everreflectio

Stu Soddard
Chief Executive Officer

stu@everreflect.io
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1ST QUARTER 2022
PRESALE WHITELIST & 

DAPP AND REWARD DASHBOARD
PRESS RELEASE 

STRATEGIC MEDIA PARTNERS FINALIZED
(YOUTUBE, TWITTER, TELEGRAM)

BEGIN MULTIPLE WEEKLY AMAS
ANNOUNCE STRATEGIC PARTNERS

GOAL: 5,000 TELEGRAM SUB
DEX LISTING ON PANCAKESWAP 

(LIVE 4 HOUR TELEGRAM LAUNCH AMA)
BEGIN WEEKLY TAX REDUCTION
5 TRILLION TOKEN BURN VOTES

COINMARKETCAP LISTING
COINGECKO LISTING

PHASE 4

PHASE 3

PHASE 2

PHASE 1

RoadmapRoadmap

4TH QUARTER 2021
DEV TOKEMONICS PLAN
EVERREFLECT.ME WEBSITE
WHITE PAPER 
TELEGRAM CHANNEL
FACEBOOK
TWITTER
DISCORD
REDDIT CHANNEL
DEVS INTERFI KYC
CONTRACT DEPLOYED
50% BURN
INTERFI AUDIT
PUBLIC PRESALE ANNOUNCED
WHITELIST SWEEPS

 

3RD QUARTER 2022
EXCHANGE LISTINGS

(WITH REWARD PROTOCOL)
EVRF NFT MINTING PROCESS FOR LIVE

EVENTS ANNOUNCED
MAIN STREAM MEDIA CAMPAIGN
MUSIC FESTIVAL SPONSORSHIP

STAKING POOLS
EVERREFLECT PARTNER REFLECTION

CENTRALIZED EXCHANGE BETA
 

 

2ND QUARTER 2022
1ST EVRF MORALIS CODING GRANT
EVRF BSC CHART WEBSITE BETA
EVRF DAPP DEV MESSAGE BOARD
EVRF DEV RATING SYSTEM
POOCOIN ADS
DEXTOOLS ADS
EVRF GRANT PROGRAM DEFINED
$10 MILLION MARKETCAP 
5,000 HOLDERS

https://everreflect.me/
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